The requirements for imaging magnetic vortices properly by magnetic force microscopy are discussed. Special attention is devoted to the influence of the tip on the sample magnetic configuration. It is shown that one can obtain a quantitative understanding of the experiments using micromagnetic simulations within a general framework for reversible tip-induced perturbations. Finally, preliminary results obtained with specially prepared 'nanowire tips' are presented.
Introduction
In the last few years, magnetic force microscopy (MFM) [1, 2] has become a widely used technique for imaging the magnetic structure of high coercivity materials. Assuming that the tip stray field does not alter the sample's magnetic state, images are commonly interpreted as maps of the magnetic charges in the sample [3] [4] [5] . However, MFM experiments in soft magnetic materials must be interpreted carefully since unavoidable tip-induced perturbations ought to be taken into account. Reversible and irreversible perturbations can be distinguished, depending on whether or not the sample recovers its initial state once the tip stray field is removed. For instance, with the former it is worth mentioning domain wall distortion [6, 7] and stretching or shrinking of closure domains [8] . On the other hand, probe-induced switching under a field [9, 10] and transformation of single domains into flux closure states [11] are examples of irreversible perturbations.
In previous work, we have shown that for reversible tip-induced perturbations a quantitative description of MFM imaging can be achieved within the framework of micromagnetics [12] . In this paper, we use a similar approach to analyse MFM images of submicrometer ferromagnetic dots in a vortex state, which are nowadays studied extensively due to breakthroughs in magnetic microscopy [13] [14] [15] . The structure of this paper is as follows. After a brief description of the experimental technique, we explain in detail the requirements for meaningful MFM images in vortices, discuss the different features observed in the experiments and propose a modelling of the phenomena. Finally, preliminary results obtained using special 'nanowire tips' are also presented.
Experimental techniques
The samples are circular and square permalloy dots prepared using the lift-off technique with e-beam lithography and evaporation in an ultra-high vacuum with an electron-beam gun. They have a thickness of 50 nm and diameter or side length in the range 200-1000 nm.
The MFM experiments have been performed using a NanoScope TM III microscope operating in the tapping-lift mode: the tip oscillates at its resonant frequency and, as a result of the magnetic interaction between tip and sample, a frequency shift is measured. To first order, such a frequency shift, f , can be related to the force gradient, dF z /dz, according to f f = − 1 2k
f being the resonant frequency and k the cantilever spring constant. Due to the minus sign in (1), a positive force gradient, which is characteristic of an attractive magnetic interaction between tip and sample, produces a negative frequency shift, whilst a negative force gradient, typical of a repulsive interaction, induces a positive frequency shift. In the grey scale used for the images in this paper, attractive and repulsive interactions are coded black and white, respectively, as is normally found in the literature. The probes are commercial Si cantilevers from NANO SENSORS TM (mean characteristics: k in the 3-9 N m −1 range, f in the 65-80 kHz range), having a pyramidal tip at the end. These probes have been home-coated, by means of sputtering, with a Co 80 Cr 20 alloy, except for those used in section 6, as explained later. The thickness of the coating has been selected carefully (as discussed in the next section) in order to produce a low magnetic moment and consequently minimize the tipinduced perturbations. Before the experiments, the Co 80 Cr 20 covered tips are magnetized along the direction of the pyramid axis using an electromagnet.
Requirements for meaningful MFM imaging of vortices
A ferromagnetic dot in a vortex state consists of a curling spin configuration, mainly in-plane, that develops a small core at the centre with out-of-plane magnetization in order to reduce the exchange energy. The sense of rotation of magnetization in the outer region (clockwise, CW; or counter-clockwise, CCW) is independent of the out-of-plane component at the centre (up or down), so that four magnetic states, energetically equivalent, are possible. As discussed in detail in the next section, the outer region and the central core appear, in properly acquired MFM images, as a slightly dark area (i.e. with slightly attractive contrast) and as a dark (attraction) or white (repulsion) spot, respectively, [13, [16] [17] [18] [19] (see figure 1) . To achieve such magnetic contrast, a few requirements must be fulfilled. First, the sample has to be thick enough so as to possess a core exhibiting a magnetic moment sufficiently large to be sensed by the tip; otherwise, the central core is not detected (see for instance [20] ). Second, the tip magnetic moment, and as a result the tip stray field, must be finely selected: too low a moment produces a low interaction between the tip and sample and consequently images with a low signal-to-noise ratio ( figure 1(a) ), whereas too high a moment induces an excessive attractive contrast in the outer region ( figure 1(c) , see also figures in [21] ) and can even induce the core magnetization to become parallel to the tip magnetization (not shown, cf [22] ). Finally, the shape of the sample also plays a significant role. If the dot is rectangular, 90˚domain walls develop and additional contrast appears [3, 23] , as shown in figure 1(d) . A similar situation is observed when dots that were supposed to be circular deviate from such ideal shape as a result of lithographic processes [24] . This effect can be considered an asset, provided the tip magnetization is known, if one is interested in the sense of rotation of magnetization in the outer region. For instance, in figure 1(d) we can distinguish three dots with CW magnetization and another with CCW magnetization. In the case of perfectly circular dots, MFM imaging in the absence of an external field does not give any information about the sense of rotation of magnetization. However, if an in-plane field is applied, the sense of rotation can be inferred from the reversible displacement of the vortex core [19, 25] .
Experimental results
As the MFM contrast associated to domain walls has been described elsewhere [12] , we will focus on the experiments performed with circular dots. Figures 2(a) and (b) show two images obtained in dots whose core has an out-of-plane magnetization parallel to the tip magnetization. For both images, the dot diameter is 400 nm and the lift height (i.e. the tip-sample distance) is 20 nm. The magnetic layer thickness of the tips used in the experiments is 15 nm for figure 2(a) and 18 nm for figure 2(b). Apart from a few bright spots along the sample edges caused by contaminants, two main features can be distinguished in the images: a dark contrast in the outer region of the vortex and a much darker spot at the vortex core. Figures 3(a) and (b) show two images acquired with the same tips and lift height in dots with similar size but whose core magnetization is now antiparallel to that of the tips. They also display a dark contrast in the outer region of the vortex, but now the spot at the core is bright. In order to compare the images, we have plotted the radially averaged frequency shift profiles in figures 2(c) and 3(c). It can be seen that the dark contrast in the outer region of the vortices corresponds to a global attractive force (the frequency shift in this region, which will be called f 0 , is negative). Such a force is due to the action of the tip stray field in the sample structure, as predicted long ago [26] , and depends mainly on the magnetic layer thickness of the tip: a thicker magnetic coverage implies a bigger tip magnetic moment, meaning a higher stray field, stronger modification of the sample magnetic moments towards the field direction and as a consequence a larger global attractive interaction between tip and sample. In this very simple local model, the frequency shift is proportional to the square of the tip field. In particular, the frequency shift, f 0 , caused by this interaction in the measurements shown in figures 2 and 3 is about −1.25 Hz when the magnetic coverage of the tip is 15 nm thick and about −1.8 Hz for 18 nm tip coverage. This is consistent with the square law if the tip field scales with the coating thickness (which was checked by calculations [12] ).
On the other hand, at the vortex core, there is a peak of the contrast profiles superimposed on the global attractive force. Such a peak depends on the relative orientation between the tip magnetization and the out-of-plane magnetization at the core: for parallel orientation, there is an attractive interaction between tip and core, and consequently the value of peak is more negative ( f < f 0 ), whereas for antiparallel magnetizations the interaction has a repulsive character and the peak is less negative ( f > f 0 ).
It is interesting to compare image profiles acquired with the same tip in dots with a similar out-of-plane component at the core but different diameter, as shown in figure 4. It is clear that the global attractive force is stronger for larger dots. This result can be explained taking into account the fact that, with increasing diameter, the magnetic moments of the sample can be more easily deviated from their original position or, in other words [4] , that the local susceptibility increases (this rotation is mainly in-plane, so as to induce a local charge below the tip, as shown later in figures 5 and 6; it is quite different from the out-of-plane rotation of all moments which is less easy as diameter increases with constant thickness due to the shape anisotropy effect). Thus, the tip stray field is able to induce a larger distortion on the magnetic moments of the sample: they become better aligned along the field direction, and as a result the global attractive interaction between the tip and sample increases. One sees moreover that the global attraction becomes less uniform when the sample diameter increases. Although this should be checked by numerical calculations, one can interpret this effect by saying that the magnetic moments close to the sample edge suffer from an enhanced pinning due to magnetostatics. 
Modelling
Our approach is based on considering that the 'sample + tip' system is isolated and consequently has constant energy [27] . The force between tip and sample is then given by the gradient of the total magnetic energy. In the case of an absence of perturbation (i.e. no change in the sample magnetization distribution or in the tip magnetic structure), the sample and tip energies do not change, so that the force results from the sole interaction term: the Zeeman energy. However, this is no longer true if the sample or tip magnetization distributions are allowed to change. In this work we analyse soft magnetic samples (permalloy) using hard magnetic tips (Co 80 Cr 20 ). It is thus reasonable to assume that the tip magnetic structure remains unchanged, whereas the sample magnetization distribution is affected by the tip stray field. In this case, the total magnetic energy, E mag , dropping the constant tip internal energy, is given by
where E int is the interaction energy (the Zeeman energy) and E sam is the internal energy of the sample, which is composed in general of exchange, anisotropy and magnetostatic contributions. In the oscillating mode, each pixel of a MFM image is related directly to the force gradient at that point (cf equation (1)). So, in order to simulate an MFM experiment, one has to evaluate the force gradient for each tip position above the sample. Such an evaluation can be done by computing E mag at three tip heights (z tip − z, z tip and z tip + z) by means of a micromagnetic code and performing numerical differentiation,
E 1 , E 2 and E 3 being the total magnetic energy, E mag , at equilibrium when the tip is located at the positions (x tip , y tip , z tip − z), (x tip , y tip , z tip ) and (x tip , y tip , z tip + z), respectively. The micromagnetic calculations are performed up to equilibrium of the magnetic configuration as the tip oscillation frequencies are much lower than the characteristic relaxation times of the micromagnetic structures [28] . It is worth noting that this approach differs from that of Tomlinson and Hill [29] , who only considered the interaction energy. We have used here the three-dimensional version of the micromagnetic code OOMMF [30] to find both the equilibrium magnetic configuration in the sample and its total energy, E mag , when submitted to the tip stray field. In essence, the code assumes identical parallelepipedic cells with uniform magnetization. The demagnetizing field, averaged over the cell volume, is calculated by the fast Fourier transform technique. The exchange field is derived from an exchange energy expressed as the sum of the dot products of the magnetizations of adjacent cells. Magnetization time evolution towards equilibrium complies with the LandauLifchitz-Gilbert equation with a damping parameter set to α = 0.5 (in order to reach equilibrium rapidly). As the calculations are extremely time consuming, we have restricted our study to the smallest samples, i.e. dots with 200 nm diameter and 50 nm thickness. The mesh size is 4 × 4 × 5 nm 3 , and the parameters are those typical for permalloy: exchange constant A = 10 −11 J m −1 , saturation magnetization M s = 8× 10 5 A m −1 , zero magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Let us recall at this stage that a mesh size below the so-called exchange length (5 nm for permalloy) is required for a proper description of the vortex core [28] . The tip stray field is introduced as the field created by an effective monopole, defined by two parameters: pole strength and vertical position [12] . In a first approach, according to our previous results, we have used 9.8×10 −10 A m as the pole strength and 65 nm as the effective tip height above the sample midplane, the tip height increment, z, being 5 nm. As a consequence, the maximum field created on the top surface of the sample (i.e. first plane of cells) is 54 mT, whilst it only reaches 13 mT on the bottom surface (i.e. last plane of cells). Figure 5 compares three cross-sections of a simulated dot with downward out-of-plane magnetization at the core: the first magnetization distribution is obtained in the absence of a tip field, the second distribution when the tip is located above the middle of a radius and the third one when the tip is above the core. As the simulated tip stray field below the tip position also points downwards, since the tip is assumed to behave as a positive monopole, this situation is equivalent to the experiments with parallel tip and core magnetizations. The cross-sections display the computed charge density in a grey scale (black, negative charge; white, positive charge). It is worth noting that the vortex core in the absence of a field has a complex structure: just underneath the surface charges associated to the core moment, bulk magnetic charges with opposite sign develop. For instance, the top surface charge is negative and the bulk magnetic charge beneath is positive. When the tip is above the middle of a radius, one can see clearly the appearance of an induced charge in the sample. This charge is opposite to that of the tip monopole (the monopole is positive and the induced charge negative) and can be viewed as the image charge of the tip monopole in an imperfect shield (the permalloy sample). When the tip moves towards the centre, the induced charge interacts with the core structure (compare charges at top and bottom). This exemplifies the reversible sample perturbation by the tip field. Figure 6 displays similarly three cross-sections, equivalent to those mentioned above, of a simulated dot that exhibits upward out-of-plane magnetization at the core, i.e. in a situation now equivalent to the experiments with antiparallel tip and core magnetizations.
The simulated force gradient profiles for parallel and antiparallel tip and core magnetizations are plotted in figures 7 and 8, respectively, and compared with experimental average profiles. In both cases, the simulations reproduce quite well not only the global attractive interaction but also the attractive or repulsive peaks at the vortex core. The difference near the sample edges between the experimental and simulated profiles is due to contamination: in the experiments, the tip is maintained at a fixed flying height above the sample, but if something is stuck on the surface, the real distance between the tip and the magnetic surface is larger, and as a consequence the contrast is less attractive than in other areas.
One should notice the asymmetry of the vortex core contrast (higher in the attractive case) in the experiments as well as in the calculations. This, as well as the global attraction outside the vortex core, results from the perturbation of the vortex structure by the tip field. Mere evaluation of the sample stray field misses these two features. With the effective monopole heights used for these first calculations, the quantitative matching of experiment and calculations leads to a cantilever spring constant k = 26 N m −1 (f = 70 kHz). This value is clearly outside the specifications for our tips wafer, as k = 9 N m −1 is a maximum. Thus, we looked at the tip stray field model. Our previous work on the stray field of a realistic tip computed using finite element micromagnetics [12] , has shown that the monopole effective parameters depend strongly The experimental radially averaged profile corresponds to an image acquired at a 20 nm lift height using a tip with a magnetic layer thickness of 15 nm. The simulated profile has been calculated using the effective monopole approximation for the tip and considering the total energy of the tip and sample system (see text for details). Two heights of the effective monopole above the sample midplane are considered, namely 65 nm (internal scale on the right) and 82 nm (external right scale for the force gradient). on the sample-to-tip distance. The first calculation considered the sample top surface as the reference plane. However, the samples are much thicker than those studied previously [12] , and if a reference plane located in the sample midplane is chosen, then the monopole effective height above the sample midplane becomes 82 nm for the 20 nm lift height. The profiles obtained with this latter height and the same monopole charge agree nearly as well (see figures 7 and 8), this time with a realistic spring constant of 9 N m −1 . However, the peak corresponding to the vortex core is calculated to be slightly larger, especially in the antiparallel case, as the resolution has decreased by putting the monopole farther away. How the extended charge model [31] for the tip would perform for such thick samples should probably be investigated.
In order to provide an idea of the resolution of the MFM as a charge microscope, the calculated profile of the MFM contrast is compared in figure 9 with that of the surface magnetic charges (equivalent to the perpendicular magnetization at the surface). The difference is very large if one considers only the raw MFM calculated contrast (dF z /dz) because of the perturbation effect. If instead one evaluates the contrast difference using two opposite tips (or, equivalently, two vortices with opposite core magnetizations), the so-called core contrast becomes closer to the top surface charge profile (ρ/ρ max at 5 nm). It is still wider and bipolar because of the non-zero tip height above the sample surface. As the charges are not distributed only on the top surface (in fact, the vertical charge integration across the thickness gives a value very close to zero at any lateral position), the figure also includes the profile of the charges averaged over the last 15 nm of the thickness (ρ/ρ max at 15 nm) and the z-averaged profile of the perpendicular magnetization component ( m z ). The two charge profiles are slightly different but quite similar to the magnetic contrast difference profile. Using a lower lift height, a lower vibration amplitude and a tip coating should lead to a better reproduction of the charge profiles, but this is only possible with an increased sensitivity [32] . It should be finally mentioned that the core contrast could also be obtained, in this case to a good approximation, as the difference between the MFM signals in the absence of perturbation. This simply means that the tip field is sufficiently small, or well screened, so that the non-linear component of the magnetization deviation due to the tip field is small [4] .
Nanowires as MFM probes
It was previously suggested that as Co nanowires with a diameter below 40 nm usually exhibit single domain remanent states [33, 34] they could be used as MFM probes [8] . We present here the first observations made with uncoated standard Si probes that have been prepared with Co nanowires at the end.
The tip preparation is as follows. The nanowires are grown by electrodeposition into the pores of polycarbonate membranes, as described elsewhere [35] .
After the electrolytical growth of the wires, the sample is introduced into a dichloromethane solution where the membrane dissolves and the nanowires remain suspended. Drops of this solution containing nanowires are placed onto a conducting Si substrate. A standard uncoated Si probe is then attached to a metallic rod and dipped into the solution (the distance between the Si tip and the conducting Si substrate is about 3 mm). By applying a certain voltage (typically 300 V, the tip being the positive electrode), the nanowires are attracted towards the tip and stick, probably due to the remains of the dissolved membrane around them, which act as 'soft glue'. As the spatial distribution of the wires on the pyramidal tip is random, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is needed to check if at least one nanowire is properly placed at the tip end. In some cases, a custom designed tool (basically a STM-like tungsten tip moved by piezo actuators and motors) is used inside the SEM chamber to clean the tips, i.e. to remove contaminants or badly placed nanowires. Figure 10 (a) show SEM images of a probe exhibiting one nanowire (diameter, 30 nm) at the apex. Figure 10(b) is the MFM image, acquired with such a tip, of square dots with 400 and 600 nm sides. It can be seen that, apart from the contrast associated to domain walls, the one related to the vortex core is also clearly detected. It must be emphasized that, besides the nanowires, the tip has no magnetic material and that it has not been previously saturated in an electromagnet. Its effective magnetization is only due to that exhibited by the nanowire placed at the apex, which is in a remanent and stable single domain state. To prove this statement, we have acquired images with another tip that exhibit two nanowires at the apex (see figure 11(a) ). As shown in figure 11(b) , one can observe a 'double tip' effect on the MFM image due to the two sources of the stray field (i.e. the two nanowires). We can also infer that the nanowires have parallel magnetizations since the contrast obtained in each dot is the same for both wires. A detailed inspection of the images acquired with such tips shows that the resolution is slightly worse than of those acquired with sputter coated tips, which was to be expected as the wire diameter (30 nm) is well above the coating thickness (15 nm) of the sputtered tips. Once nanowires with smaller diameters become available, however (see, e.g. [36] and references therein), this technique should lead, with not much preparation, to interesting MFM tips.
Conclusions
Our results prove that a quantitative understanding of MFM on soft magnetic materials is possible, despite the tip-induced reversible modifications of the sample structure inherent to the technique. In particular, it has been shown that the attractive contrast in the outer region is a consequence of the rotation of the sample magnetic moments towards the tip stray field direction and that the attractive or repulsive contrast at the vortex core is modified by the interaction of the tip-induced charge with the core charges. Finally, the first observations made with a 'nanowire tip' prove its capabilities for detecting small magnetic structures such as vortex cores. This paper originated from the ICMFS '03 Conference (Madrid, 2003) .
